
 
 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE USAGE OF IDIASPORA WEBSITE 
 
 
 
By using the iDiaspora websites https://idiaspora.org/, platform, mobile application and any other 
feature of iDiaspora (“iDiaspora”), (hereinafter referred to as the “Website” or collectively “Websites”), 
those who access it (hereinafter referred to as the “User” or collectively “Users”) agree(s) to these 
Terms and Conditions of Use and Privacy Policy (hereinafter referred to as the “General Terms and 
Conditions”) contained herein.  

 
These General Terms and Conditions (T&C) may be made applicable to other iDiaspora websites, 
applications and other related services. The User may be requested to agree to additional terms and 
conditions that may govern the use of such services. These T&C apply to registered and non-
registered users of the iDiaspora website, whether they are individuals or organizations 
 

1. General 
 
By using iDiaspora, you agree to the following obligations: 

 Not to use iDiaspora if you are under the age of 16 

 Not to misrepresent your relationship to another user or to the community and/or general public 

 Not to use iDiaspora to act in an unlawful, obscene, discriminatory or abusive manner or 
promote such actions 

 Not to sell, rent, trade or otherwise monetize any feature of iDiaspora or any information 
accessible through iDiaspora 

 Not to collect, use, copy or transfer any information obtained from iDiaspora without the 
consent of IOM or of its copywriter, if the information is not owned by IOM 

 Not to use iDiaspora to violate intellectual property rights of other persons or entities 

 Not to use bots, scripts, or any other automated method to access and collect information on 
iDiaspora 

 Not to override any security feature of iDiaspora 
 

The materials published on iDiaspora are not all owned by IOM. The materials provided by IOM and 
published on iDiaspora including but not limited to texts, documents, logos, designs, visual materials, 
photographs and videos are for informational purposes only.  
 
IOM reserves the exclusive right, at its sole discretion, to alter, limit or discontinue iDiaspora without 
giving prior notice and not incurring any liability to the user for doing so.  
 
IOM reserves the right to deny, at its sole discretion, any user access to iDiaspora or any portion 
thereof without notice. 
 
Your agreement to additional terms may also be requested before accessing certain features of 
iDiaspora. 
 
 
 

https://idiaspora.org/
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2. Community Standards 
 
iDiaspora is a global engagement and knowledge exchange hub for diaspora communities and those 
looking to engage with them. iDiaspora is committed to promoting a positive, independent, and 
collaborative platform for users. It is important that iDiaspora empowers diaspora and transnational 
communities to connect and express themselves in a safe environment.   
  
Based on this mission, we ask that content and contributions are made with this purpose in 
mind. We have created a core set of Community Standards that outline what is and is not allowed on 
iDiaspora. These standards apply to individual accounts and all content submissions.   
  
We encourage content and a community that is based in the following principles:  
  

 Equity- iDiaspora is the home to a diverse and global community. Diaspora communities are 
important connectors across the world; we advocate for diverse and inclusive voices for diaspora 
populations to share their contributions and connect from all over the world.  

  
 Safety – Safety is essential for the growth and maintenance of a healthy community. Activity, 
content, and collaboration on iDiaspora should maintain an environment that is respectful to other 
users and free from threats to safety or wellbeing.  

  
 Collaboration- iDiaspora’s platform is designed to enhance collaboration and connection for 
diaspora communities. Collaboration is an essential element for building community. Connecting 
and engaging with other users key in building a community that inspires and empowers diaspora.   

 
The following behaviors are prohibited in content and profiles on iDiaspora:  

  
I. Objectionable Content or behavior includes, but is not limited to the following:  

A. Violence – Graphic violence of any kind is strictly prohibited. This includes any form of 
media related to death, serious injury, or violence.   
B. Adult content- Adult content is any media that is explicit, pornographic, or is crude; this 
includes any nudity of any kind. This content is forbidden on iDiaspora.   
C. Hate speech or Bullying- Aggressive behavior or harassment towards another 
individual or group in any form is not allowed on iDiaspora. While disagreements are a 
natural part of conversation- insults and defamatory behaviors are unacceptable. This 
includes any racist, sexist, or discriminatory behavior.   
D. Illegal or criminal behavior- Any behavior that is related to dangerous organizations or 
activities- including, but not limited to: terrorist activities; organized crime; organized 
violence; criminal behavior; or support, praise, or publicizing any of the listed activities- is 
prohibited.  
 

II. Infringement of Intellectual Property or Unlawful Use  
A. Any use or uploading of content, including images, text, materials, or publications not 
belonging to the user without permission or credit is prohibited.  
B. Plagiarism of any kind is prohibited.   
 

III. Spam, Malware/Phishing, or Advertising  
A. Spam is defined as activity that attempts to solicit users in a manipulative 
and/or aggressive manner to drive traffic to accounts, products, initiatives, or services.   
B. Malware and Phishing is not allowed on iDiaspora, this includes any malicious content 
that is intended to damage, disrupt, or cause disorder to another person’s 
computer, account, or browser, or that attempts to compromise another’s privacy.   
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C. Advertising on iDiaspora is prohibited. This includes any content designed to 
promote products or business. .  
 

IV. Misrepresentation or Falsities  
A. Misrepresentation, impersonation, and fake profiles are not permitted on iDiaspora. 
Users should only represent themselves and may not create a fake profile that uses the 
image, name, or likeness of another person.  
B. Falsities, lies, slander, or purposefully fake material with or without the intent to 
mislead people is prohibited on iDiaspora.   

  
Any material that violates or infringes upon these principles or guidelines can be removed at the 
discretion of the iDiaspora team at any time without notice.   
 
 
  3. Governing Language: These General Terms and Conditions are written in English. In the 
event that these General Terms and Conditions are translated into another language, the English text 
will prevail  
 
 

4. Intellectual Property 
 
All intellectual property rights relating to the materials on the website shall remain vested in IOM, 
unless otherwise stated.  
 
IOM shall be credited for its Materials as follows: Copyright © International Organization for Migration 
RESPECTIVE YEAR 
 
IOM reserves the right to assert ownership of the material collected on iDiaspora. 
 
At all times the User shall credit IOM as the source, unless otherwise stated. The User must include 

the URL of the Materials from the Website, as well as the following credit line: Source: “International 

Organization for Migration (IOM), MONTH, YEAR, NAME OF SERVICE”. 

 
Any alteration, extraction, translation, reproduction, distribution and other use including for commercial 
purposes, in any form, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, or otherwise, requires 
the explicit prior written permission of IOM. 

 
 

5. Copyright and Permissions 
 
All materials are the copyright of the International Organization for Migration, unless otherwise 
stated. The materials may be viewed, downloaded, and printed for personal, non-commercial use only, 
without any right to sell, resell, redistribute or create derivative works therefrom. 
 
With the notable exception of media information, any other use including extraction, translation, 
reproduction, and distribution, in any form, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, or 
otherwise, require the explicit prior written permission of IOM. 
 
Other websites that link to iDiaspora must clearly identify IOM as the source of the information 
displayed and preserve the integrity of the IOM web pages without alteration. 
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6. Third-Party Content 
 
By visiting this Website or using its Materials, the User acknowledges and agrees that the Website 
may contain the third-party content, which is not created and owned by IOM. The provision of the third-
party content on this Website is for informational purposes only. 
 
Although IOM makes reasonable efforts to obtain reliable content from third parties, IOM does not 
guarantee the accuracy of, does not endorse the views, statements, opinions or other information 
given by any third-party content provider and does not guarantee that the third-party content does not 
infringe any other third party intellectual property rights.  
 
The third-party content provided on the Website may be the intellectual property of the third parties 
content providers. Permission to use such Materials, must be requested from the copyright owner. 
 
 
 

7. IOM Publications 
 
To request permission to extract, translate, copy or reproduce any materials contained in an IOM 
publication for commercial or non-commercial purposes, please contact: 
 
International Organization for Migration 
Publications Unit 
17 route des Morillons, CH-1211 Geneva, 19 Switzerland 
E-mail: publications@iom.int 
Fax: +41 22 798 6150 
 
For permission to copy, translate or reproduce an article published in IOM's International Migration 
Journal, please contact: 
Blackwell Publishing Ltd. 
9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ, United Kingdom 
E-mail: customerservices@oxon.blackwellpublishing.com 
 
To request permission to use any other materials, please contact: 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
Online Communications Unit 
Manila Administrative Centre, 28th Floor Citibank Tower, 
8741 Paseo de Roxas, 1226 Makati City, Philippines 
Fax: +63 2 848 1257 
E-mail: ocu@iom.int 
 
 

 

8. Disclaimer 
 
The materials are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, 
including without limitation, warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-
infringement. IOM specifically does not make any warranties or representations as to the 
appropriateness, quality, timeliness, accuracy or completeness of the materials. 
 

mailto:publications@iom.int
mailto:customerservices@oxon.blackwellpublishing.com
mailto:ocu@iom.int
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While IOM cannot make any warranties that there are no errors on the websites, it does endeavour, 
where appropriate, to correct errors that are drawn to its attention. 
 
By using iDiaspora, the user agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless IOM, its employees, 
information providers and content providers from and against any losses, damages, expenses 
(including legal fees and costs), claims, suits and liabilities to the extent arising out of or resulting from 
the use of the websites.. 
 
Neither IOM nor any of its employees, information providers or content providers shall be liable to any 
user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error, omission, interruption, timeliness, incompleteness, 
deletion, defect, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line failure, alteration or use 
of any content published on the websites, regardless of cause, or for any damages resulting therefrom. 
 
If a user is dissatisfied with any material on the websites or with any of the terms and conditions 
governing iDiaspora, a user's sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using iDiaspora. 
 
 

9. Boundaries and Geographic Names 
 
While IOM follows the criteria of the United Nations in the depiction and use of boundaries, geographic 
names, and related data shown on maps and included in lists, tables, documents, and databases on 
the websites are not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any 
territory, or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by IOM. 
 
 

10. Advice, Opinions, and Statements 
 
The website may contain advice, opinions, and statements of various information, users and content 
providers.  
 
IOM does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement or 
other information provided by any information or content provider, any user of the website or any other 
person or entity.  
 
Reliance upon any such opinion, advice, statement, or other information shall be at a user's own risk. 
 
 

11. Other Websites and Applications 
 
IOM does not necessarily support policies and beliefs of organizations and individuals listed or referred 
to in materials held on the websites. 
 
IOM does not provide any warranties and specifically disclaims any liability whatsoever in connection 
with third party websites or links. Even though, the Website may contain links to the third-party 
websites, IOM does not control the content, links and terms of use of the linked sites. IOM provides 
linked sites only as a convenience and the inclusion of a link or reference does not imply the 
endorsement of the linked site by IOM. 
 
 

12. Other Users 
 
A User specifically acknowledges and agrees that IOM is not liable for any conduct of any user. 
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13. Bugs, Virus, Malicious Code, etc. 

 
While IOM makes every effort to ensure the materials available on its websites are free of any software 
virus, it cannot guarantee that the materials are free from any or all software viruses. IOM is not 
responsible for any loss or damage caused by software and related codes, including viruses and 
worms. 
 
 

14. Electronic Messages 
 
IOM attempts to respond to electronic messages sent to e-mail addresses listed on the websites. 
However, IOM is under no obligation whatsoever to respond to any or all such messages. 
 
 

15. Viewing 
 
The websites are best viewed with Internet Explorer 6.0, Firefox 2.0 and Safari 3.1 or higher versions 
using 1024 x 768 pixels screen resolution and maximized browser window. 
 
 

16. Contact 
If you have any questions or concerns about these terms and conditions please contact: 
 
Online Communications Unit 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
Manila Administrative Centre, 28th Floor Citibank Tower, 
8741 Paseo de Roxas, 1226 Makati City, Philippines 
Fax: +63 2 848 1257 
E-mail: ocu@iom.int 
 
 

17. Notification of Changes 
 
These General Terms and Conditions may be reviewed periodically. IOM reserves the right to change 
these terms and conditions at any time. Whenever changes are made, you will be notified and will 
need to agree to continue using iDiaspora. 
 
 

18. Status of IOM 
 
Nothing in or relating to the Website shall be deemed a waiver, expressed or implied, of any of the 
privileges and immunities enjoyed by IOM as an intergovernmental organization.  
 
 

mailto:ocu@iom.int

